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Dear Euan,

23/ 01165/ PPP

Following your initial feedback on the above application and discussions with Gavin Yuill of
CSY Architects we have revised the proposals to reflect your comments.

• Road access

a dc3 layby, visibility 2.4m x 160m, parking and turning 2x

These have been added to the plans and are included on drawing 1204. 2no parking bays
are shown between hedges and noted as ‘drive and parking’ on plan 1203. These
measures demonstrate adequate access and turning to ensure road safety is maintained.

• Policy HD2/PMD2

‘It is accepted that there is a building group at this location comprising more than three
houses, however, it is considered that the chosen planning application site is not well
related therefore would not respect or reflect the character and amenity of this group. The
proposed site is dependent on breaking into an undeveloped field and is therefore beyond
the definable natural boundaries/ sense of place.’

We have considered the loss of agricultural land. The land south-east of the cottages and
parking area will not form part of the proposed development and will be allocated as
agricultural land to compensate for the loss elsewhere. This means there is no loss in area of
agricultural land albeit redistributed. This can be seen on the revised proposed site plan
100163-CSY-00-ZZ-D-A-1203. It also prevents building in this area to avoid amenity/privacy
concerns. Furthermore, this retains an access from the parking to the field.

Furthermore, the plot boundary recognises the edge of the building group formed by the
existing stone wall of the walled garden on the street and does not extend beyond this line.
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The new building and hedge boundary treatment would reinforce the edge of the
development.

In addition to the above, the relationship with Morebattle merits support as it provides local
amenities that reduce the users carbon footprint and promotes local living and the 20
minute neighbourhood in line with Policy 15. The housing offering contributes to the nearby
land allocated for housing in the local development which remains undeveloped.

‘The indicative choice of layout would contrast with the pattern of development and I
have concerns that the area of garden extending along the rear of the neighbouring
cottages/ parking court would potentially introduce residential amenity/ privacy concerns
and would appear as backland development contrary to the established pattern of
development in the surroundings. The proposed site is not therefore considered to be in
compliance with PMD2 or Placemaking and design, 2010 in terms of; layout and siting.  The
proposals do not presently comply with criteria H and K of Policy PMD2.’

The position of the building is proposed to align with the detached dwellings within the
building group. The garden to the rear and parking to the street front also reflect the
pattern of individual dwellings in the group. The building position and form help to retain
and reinforce the character of back gardens along the rear of the cottages which benefit
from southern and western sun. The re-allocation of agricultural land to the south-east of
the parking and displacement of the building location with the cottages avoids any
backland development negating privacy or amenity concerns and retains views south
from the cottages as well as access from the parking.

• Policy NPF4 Policy 17

‘The proposed site could not be supported under Policy HD.  I have considered the
Planning Statement.  It is not considered that there is any planning requirement to square
off or formalise the boundary of the Building Group (para.5.2).  It is not considered that the
proposed site is in compliance with NPF4 Policy 17 in that the scale and site is not in
keeping with the character of the area. As this is a PPP application no consideration has
been given to the acceptability of design shown in the indicative elevations or plan.’

The building is suitably scaled, sited and designed to be in keeping with the character of
the area. The form, scale and massing reflect those of the cottages, its closest neighbour,
with a low ridge level and dual pitched roof responding to the height of the cottages. The
main section of the building is of a similar length and depth to the existing cottages. The
building is 1 storey rising to 1.5 storeys, rising to the northeast to avoid dominating or over-
shadowing the cottages. Its scale and positioning enhance and complement the building
group.




